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WYBE KUITERT 

JAPONAISERIE IN LONDON AND THE HAGUE: A HISTORY 

OF THE JAPANESE GARDENS AT SHEPHERD'S BUSH (1910) 

AND CLINGENDAEL (c.1915) 

The Japanese Garden at Clingendael at The Hague, the Netherlands, was made in line 
with prevailing theories on the Japanese garden of the time. A typical mannerist 
classification (tsukiyama, hiraniwa, etc.) was made known in the West by the works of 
Josiah Conder borrowing scholarship from Kinkichiro Honda. Together with garden 
specialist Keijiro Ozawa, the two Japanese men made theory into practice at the 
Japan-British Exhibition held in London in 1910, where they conceived two gardens. 
Works were supervised by the Japanese Embassy, adapting in certain ways to European 
fashions. The garden in The Hague was also supported by the Japanese Embassy, but 
perhaps only with a donation of design schemes. It followed the same mannerism, but 
in a free and sensitive interpretation, and demonstrated the personal taste of the owner, 
Baroness Van Brienen, and her garden architect, Theo Dinn. The two case studies give 
clues to the understanding of the backgrounds of the Japanese garden fashion in Europe 
in the decades before and after 1900, which is defined here in more detail under the term 
'japonaiserie'. Both projects are presented to demonstrate the above points. However, if 
more source material is found, factual history could link the two more tightly through 
the British connections of Baroness Van Brienen. 

A Japanese-style garden was fashionable among those in the higher social circles of 
Europe about a century ago. With the financial crisis of the 1930s, most owners lost 
their wealth, and maintenance became a problem. After the Second World War, the 
fashion was no longer understood and Japanese gardens were increasingly 
considered bad taste. Taken or fallen apart, not many have survived. Now, a century 
later, there is enough distance in time to reach a more balanced evaluation, more 
profound than a simple judgement as fashion or bad taste. Indeed, Japanese gardens 
in Europe have become a source of interest and research, and restoration has come 
into focus or been completed successfully here and there. This paper introduces the 
term 'japonaiserie' to describe the cosmopolitan context of the Japanese Garden 
(c.1915) of Clingendael in The Hague, the Netherlands. The garden came about in 
circles where a British connection was strong and where there were possible links 
with the Japanese gardens made in 1910 at Shepherd's Bush, London. This London 
project is quite well documented, especially in Japanese sources, The japonaiserie 
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garden that remains in The Hague, however, is the only such garden remaining in the 
Netherlands and as such is not blessed with much primary source material, and most of 
what is known has been gained through circumstantial evidence or oral history. It is 
hoped the present paper will generate the discovery of more sources concerning 
Clingendael, perhaps in the UK. 

JAPONAISERIE IN EUROPE 

In early 1873 at the Vienna World Exhibition, the forty workers who prepared the 
Japanese pavilion and surrounding garden were attired in traditional Japanese costume. 
For the Viennese garden lovers, it must have been a strange and exciting scene to see the 
first 'Japanese garden' in Europe taking shape. Judging from a rare surviving picture, the 
result was a Shinto religious precinct rather than a garden, but an exotic environment it 
was. In the following years, Westerners started to develop a taste for the Japanese garden 
by visiting the various world exhibitions. Japan showed entries of bonsai and potted 
plants or complete garden-like environments around the exhibit halls. The Paris 1889 
World Exhibition at the Trocadero attracted a record number of visitors (about thirty 
million), and many saw the Japanese garden with its authentic gardeners that enlivened 
the scene. 

America also had its share of Japanese gardens. One of the more exciting projects 
was the park-like Japanese garden in St Louis in 1904. Soon a number of wealthy 
Westerners took up the idea and created Japanese gardens. Early owners were often 
motivated by some personal involvement or business with the Empire of the Rising Sun. 
Rather than seeing the exhibitions, they had actually been to the exciting country that 
had only recently opened itself to trade and tourism. Tourists were impressed by novel 
sights such as Mount Fuji, indicated with the un-Japanese 'Fujiyama', or the mausoleum 
at Nikko, with its red, arched bridge. Memories of tourist sights became strong and 
popular icons fixed in the mind, not least by photography or the spectacular printing 
works such as French guidebooks on the country. Such images were readily re-created in 
miniature size in many of the Western Japanese gardens, the example being set by some 
Edo-period gardens in Japan where mini Mount Fuji's indeed existed. 

The Japanese, on the other hand, were eager to acquire novel Western achievements, 
and the Japanese State had entered the field of international commerce. Soon it was 
battling a trade deficit and put much effort in exporting whatever could be exported. 
Rather than the primary products from agriculture or heavy industries, it was the 
cultivated and the artful that could be traded. Exports of garden plants were actively 
promoted.1 However, arts and crafts were also well received by the American and 
European fin-de-siecle public. In the garden, imported craft like bronze cranes, bonsai 
and ceramic stools and complete garden structures like gates and rest houses in authentic 
style were readily added, the inevitable stone lantern being an absolute requirement for 
the Japanese garden in Europe.2 

To possess a garden with a Nikk6 bridge or Fujiyama set among novel garden plants 
and decorated with garden ornaments or structures all imported from Japan was close 
to a craze among the cosmopolitan elite of the West in the decades before and after 1900. 
It is too much to speak of Japonism, as it never reached the level of an '-ism', a garden 
style. With perhaps the exception of Alexandre Marcel (1860-1928) in Paris, no designer 
would specialize and develop his or her own expression. The fantasy of owners and 
commissioners was romantic, careless and free, hardly dogmatic. The Japanese gardens 
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in America and Europe remained frivolous exceptions for which, analogous to 
eighteenth-century Chinoiserie, the term 'japonaiserie' is most fit.3 Japonaiserie gardens 
have been condemned as cheap, kitsch imitations. Indeed, any fashion carries the danger 
of being a spiritually empty husk and raving about Japan could easily become a shallow 
exoticism. However, owners were often men and women of taste with ample means, 
garden materials were never cheap and some gardens of the highest quality have 
survived, such as can be seen at Clingendael. A century later, there is enough distance in 
time for one to judge more mildly; research, restorations and publications are beginning 
to bear fruit.4 

JAPONAISERIE AND THE JAPANESE: SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON 

Several japonaiserie gardens existed in Britain by the time the Japan-British Exhibition 
was held in Shepherd's Bush, West London, in 1910. It was a tradefair to promote trade 
relations, but for the Japanese it had an even greater meaning: showing their proud 
nation to the world. In Japan, an extensive committee was formed of high-ranking 
officials and even scientists to prepare the fair.5 Among the events planned, Japanese 
horticulture and garden art were to be presented to the British garden-loving public, not 
as a decorative surrounding, but purposefully as a separate entry demonstrating the 
Japanese skills in the field in order to promote exports. It was decided to build two 
spacious gardens. Garden specialists Keijiro Ozawa (1842-1932) and Kinkichiro Honda 
(1850-1921) were asked to design and supervise the works. Ozawa was a man of letters 
who held an incredible collection of historic materials on gardens, Honda was a painter, 
both wrote several books on the Japanese garden.6 They had a background in more 
respectable academic arts, and had developed only later in life as garden experts, well 
known by now. In fact, they were paper specialists, not familiar with the subtleties of the 
craft of the gardener in the field, where it was a matter of generations, and of training 
from a young age. But as experts, Honda and Ozawa had designed a rare garden as well. 
Did the scholarly approach of the men appeal to the Japanese officials, who were very 
much aware of their responsibilities? Were they not willing to take the risk of inviting a 
more warm-blooded, professional garden master? Creative designers were indeed active 
in Japan, but garden scholars were called in for London.7 Scholarly garden theory in 
Japan, as understood by Honda and Ozawa, had since the beginning of the nineteenth 
century been preoccupied with a mannerist dividing of gardens in idealized types or 
styles, such as the flat garden (hiraniwa) and the hillock garden (tsukiyama or tsukiyama 
senzui). These again were divided in three degrees of elaboration: the abbreviated (so), 
the medium (gyo) and the most elaborate (shin); the most elaborate is also referred to as 
formal or finished degree. The average garden book thus has six different ideal styles, 
though deviating divisions are also found. The tea garden is sometimes added as a 
separate style; sometimes it is classified as a flat garden. Each style is presented with a 
diagrammatic scene, with an added list of named rocks and, sometimes, the plants in use. 
Typical representatives of such named elements are the Master and Servant Stone, and 
the Worshipping Stone. Westerners interested in Japanese gardens at that time probably 
already had read the peculiar article entitled 'The Garden of Artificial Hills (Tsukiyama)', 
by Kenkichi Okubo, that appeared in The Journal of The Royal Horticultural Society 
(1904-05). The best-known book on the subject by architect Josiah Conder 
(1852-1920) used the same paradigm; in fact, Honda illustrated Conder's book.8 

Ozawa and Honda took their commission seriously and wanted to present a picture 
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of the Japanese garden as fully as possible. The two London gardens were to represent 
the tsukiyama senzui and hiraniwa styles, respectively, i.e. the hillock garden and the flat 
styles, both without a degree of elaboration. The principle of elaboration was shown in 
a separate roofed pavilion with two large models. These were about 3.6 metres wide and 
2.1 metres deep and showed the sansuizukuri no shintai and hiraniwa no sotai, i.e. the 
most elaborate formal style for a landscape garden (with garden hills and water) and the 
abbreviated style for a flat garden (without hills and water). 

Responsible for the construction of the gardens at Shepherd's Bush was head 
gardener Hannosuke Izawa, who guided three other Japanese gardeners and held 
command over the contracted British workers. Showing up in the source material is 
another Japanese man named Saburo Ida, who arrived in England in the 1880s and was 
successful for a while as an importer of antiques and bonsai. Once business failed, Ida 
was stuck in London. The Japanese Embassy in London advised that Ida was engaged at 
the construction works, presumably because he spoke English. Ida is also most likely the 
same person as a man called Tassa Eida in England. Eida is known to have guided works 
at the japonaiserie garden in Tully, Ireland.9 

Both of the London gardens had a winding serpentine pond running down the 
middle and for the length of the garden.10 One of the gardens entitled 'The Garden of 
Peace' was of about 1 hectare. To present the Hillock Style, water and groundwork were 
done according to Ozawa's design; Japanese carpenters built a huge garden pavilion 
from imported timber, and immense painted screens were set up to form the background 
to the design (Figure 1). In fact, it was to be viewed from one side. There was an island, 
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Figure 1. Water Pavilion (Suitei) in the Garden of Peace, London. A lady with a hat crossing the bridge gives 
an impression of the scale of the garden. The painted screens of mountain scenery seen behind the pavilion 

were more than 10 metres high; photo by John Gregory in 'Gardening at the Japan-British Exhibition', 
Gardeners' Chronicle (24 September 1910), 227. 
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bridges of various designs, a small Shinto shrine with gate, a Buddhist statue, and a five- 
storied stone pagoda. The contemporary Japanese explanation states that these more 
architectural decorations were required to have the garden understood as veritably 
Japanese with Western viewers. 

The second garden, more to the back, was called 'The Garden of the Floating Island' 
(7300 square metres) and designed by Honda in the Flat Garden Style, although 
interpreted quite liberally. It again had several garden buildings set around a garden hill, 
stuffed with rocks around a waterfall of about 5 meters in height. This extraordinary 
arrangement in the middle had to function as a focal point when seen from the buildings 
set around it. Several stone lanterns were added. Japanese ambassador Takaaki Kato and 
Imre Kiralfy, responsible producer for the fair, were not satisfied with the very outspoken 
design of the garden mountain and its cataract, but it was explained to them that the 
average fair visitor would love the idea, and it was built as designed. Starting from the 
selection of the designers, much stress was therefore laid on the outward, formal 
qualities of the Japanese garden rather than on more intrinsic qualities of beauty or of 
art. To what extent Ozawa and Honda's presentation of styles was appreciated by the 
British visitor still has to be answered. The gardens at the Japan-British Exhibition 
remain a peculiar, official government-approved effort in the field. The Japanese 
Embassy was directly involved in the garden project at Shepherd's Bush. In the 
Netherlands, legend has it that the Japanese Embassy in The Hague also lent support 
with the creation of the Japanese Garden in Clingendael, which was close to the city.11 
Although there is no evidence so far, it is possible that the embassy in The Hague 
supplied information to prepare the garden design at Clingendael. Judging from political 
circumstance, the embassy would happily have provided support in whatever form to a 
Japanese garden project, even the more while it was undertaken by an owner of high 
social standing. 

THE JAPANESE GARDEN AT CLINGENDAEL, THE HAGUE 

The Japanese Garden at Clingendael was laid out c.1915.12 On its origin, the late 
Cornelie Cremers wrote: 

The original design - several 'scenes', one on each page, bound in a thick book - 
presently nowhere to be found, was probably of Japanese origin. Each scene was 
explained with a plant list, an indication for the correct placing of the garden 
ornaments, ... and a short explanation on the symbolic meaning of the materials to be 
used'.13 

Although she supposed that these were design drawings, the set of scenes with accom- 
panying explanations could equally well have been a typical set of Japanese garden 
diagrams or a standard garden design book rather than a design drawn on purpose for 
the garden at Clingendael. That 'the symbolic meaning' was explained with it suggests 
that it even could have been in English. Cremers' 'thick book' might therefore even 
simply have been Conder's book, and it might have been a present from the Japanese 
Embassy. Another guess may be that the embassy presented drawing work related to the 
gardens in London. Ozawa and Honda made a set of sketches and some for the Peace 
Garden show concepts that are indeed similar to the Japanese Garden at Clingendael.14 

From the early years, a survey of the planting design exists in the form of a 
numbered plant list with an accompanying photocopy of a plan, now badly damaged 
(Figure 2). The survey must have been prepared by Theo Dinn, Clingendael's steward 
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from 1905 to 1920. It shows the original layout.1s Though the garden at Clingendael is 
about half the size, in concept it resembles the Peace Garden in London, having a similar 
central Y-forked mini-serpentine lake. In Clingendael, it has an island, bridges of various 
designs, and several buildings and low hills along it, all much like the London Peace 
Garden. However, there are some major differences. The bold elevations and prominent 
stone groups of London are missing in The Hague. Most striking though is the strong 
spatial arrangement of the Clingendael garden. Entering at the original entrance, one has 
the main pavilion directly in sight; it is situated at the end of the longest and central line 
of sight over the full length of the winding pond (Figure 3). At the back of the garden it 
cosily catches the late afternoon light. The pavilion stands between the forking branches, 
rather narrow ditches crossed by two red bridges connected to the main route running 
through the garden. The bridges flank the pavilion on both sides in a broken symmetry 
(Figure 4). Striking is a double row of densely planted oaks that line the straight path, 
starting just after the entrance gate (Figure 5). Along the route to the pavilion several 
sights over the garden scenery are composed through the oaks and together it all 
functions almost like the approach to a country house set in an English landscape 
garden, although naturally the scale and feeling are completely different. The sudden and 
direct view on the pavilion is not a very Japanese design solution, where such a view 
would be rather hidden and only reached after several turns. Also the strong sequence in 
the design of the approach points to a European designer. All together, the spatial 
organization of the garden is compact and well accomplished. 

Figure 2. Plan to the plant survey of the Japanese Garden, Clingendael, The Hague; damaged photocopy of 
the lost original attributed to Theo Dinn, dated 1915-20, Dienst Stadsbeheer archives, The Hague. 
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Figure 3. The spatial arrangement of the Japanese Garden, Clingendael, relies on a strong axial view, with 
much depth of perspective gained through the curving lines of the pond, all covered with duckweed when 

this photograph was taken. Photo: author, 2001. 

I 

Figure 4. Main pavilion of the Japanese Garden, Clingendael. The red bridges can be seen behind the stone 
lantern and at the left edge of the photograph; photocopy of the lost original, photographer unknown, dated 

before or c.1930, copy Dienst Stadsbeheer archives, The Hague. 
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Figure 5. Japanese Garden, 
Clingendael, the approach lined 
with oaks (Quercus robur L.), 
seen towards the original 

~~-~~~s~~ ~~~"~~ibefore~~... ?entrance gate, with a rest arbour 
....imaginative miniaure aproh to Niko is e ti on the right side of the ad t path. 

Photo: author, 2001. 

Research is not yet conclusive, but it is equally possible that the double row of oaks 
already existed in 1915. They are shown on the old survey and mature trees are seen in 
an old but undated photograph showing the original entry porch, which was replaced 
before living memory. Together with the original entrance gate and the red bridges, an 
imaginative miniature approach to Nikk6 is effectively evoked. The road to Nikk6 in 
Japan is lined with age-old cryptomeria trees in a mossy setting that resembles 
Clingendael in relative proportions and feeling (Figure 6). The red bridges were probably 
imported from Japan, as were several garden buildings such as a rest arbour, a gate and 
various stone artefacts.16 

An old photograph shows the small, still extant shrine on a low and gently sloping 
garden mound (Figure 7). Indeed, given the boggy nature of Clingendael, with only fine 
sea sand in the deeper subsoil, no garden hill could be constructed any higher than this 
on the narrow confinements of the garden.17 The same photograph shows that effort was 
put into the detailing of the pond edge. Rows of wooden pegs were set to confine the 
edge, and in the Japanese manner irises and at other points rows of stepping stones 
intervene and add interest to the curving lines of the pond edge. Stepping stones that 
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u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6" ~~~~~~~ to the mausoleum at Nikk6 for 
more than 30 kilometres. The 
trees were planted in the early 

UIa Iseventeenth century; from Adolf 
Groth, 'Japanische Gartenkunst', 
Gartenflora, LV (1906), 369-73, 
394-401 (Abb. 44, 400). 

cross a pond edge to come down to the surface of the water are a typical detail of certain 
Tokyo gardens, which are also known to have been visited by Western tourists.18 

The original planting design of the garden at Clingendael was rich in flowers. 
Discussed more in detail below, the planting design reflects the growing interest in the 
flower border and the increasing role of women in contemporary gardening. 

BARONESS VAN BRIENEN AND FRIENDS: A TASTE FOR FLOWERS 

The Japanese Garden at Clingendael was owned by Marguerite Mary Baroness Van 
Brienen van de Groote Lindt (1871-1939). The Baroness, who spoke more English than 
Dutch, had family and friends in the better circles of England's high society. It has been 
said that she maintained ties with Lady Sackville-West and her daughter, Vita 
(1892-1962).19 In summer, Vita's friend-at-heart, Violet, and Violet's mother, Mrs 
George Keppel (Alice), would come over and stay for holidays in the comfortable house 
in the centuries-old landscaped garden of Clingendael.20 
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Figure 7. Japanese Garden, Clingendael, a little shrine standing on a low garden mound is reached by 
stepping stones. Tiger lilies are on the left side of the shrine's left post. Photo: photographer and person on 

photograph unknown, mid-1920s, Dienst Stadsbeheer archives, The Hague. 

Also, Ella and Florence Du Cane became good friends of the Baroness. Ella was a 
painter who has left fifty watercolours of gardens and flowers painted in Japan.21 Her 
sister, Florence, wrote accompanying texts for their The Flowers and Gardens of Japan 
(1908). The soft mellow tones of Ella's watercolours strikingly register the world of Japan's 
temples, gardens, fairs and exhibitions, all full of flowers. This flowery image of the 
Japanese garden was commonly found in those days.22 With Florence's texts, the book 
paints a portrait of an intimate-romantic Japan, a country even more idealized after its 
victory in the Russo-Japanese War. Through the book, the Du Canes became friends 
with the Baroness and they stayed in Clingendael. The Flowers and Gardens of Japan was 
an important source of inspiration for the final detailing of its Japanese Garden.23 

In Japan itself, the chrysanthemum was commonly used in the garden design and 
decorative arts of the period. It was the beloved symbol of a revered Meiji emperor who 
headed the country as it eagerly moved forwards as an industrialized society based on 
Western models. In Clingendael, chrysanthemums were found in a border facing the 
main pavilion, and two stone lanterns brought from Japan were designed to imitate the 
shape of the chrysanthemum (Figure 8). Planted in drifts or in borders, flowers were 
everywhere. The old plant survey gives several Compositae: Aster, Solidago, Senecio, 
Ligularia and Rudbeckia. Tiger lilies were planted to the left of a flight of stepping stones 
leading up to the little shrine, just as at a little garden gate in one of Ella Du Cane's 
paintings (Figure 9).24 More lilies were planted in front of the pavilion. As in the 
japonaiserie in Britain, also in Clingendael, Wisteria was planted to grow on a pergola 
construction jutting out over the water of the pond. It was inspired by the spectacular 
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:.-r~~ .... Figure 8. Chrysanthemum- 
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- VI shaped stone lantern, Meiji 
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ofj9s~~~~~~~~ w o th nrro pgranite, standing under a young 
Most famoufs~ a~P~aP- were the lfa Prunus serrulata Lindley 

'Takasago', probably a second 
generation of the plant given as 
Prunus pseudocerasus in the 
plant survey of 1915-20. Photo: 
author, 2001. 

Wisteria pergolas of the Kameido temple, Tokyo.2s In Clingendael, there is a collection 
of waterlilies on the narrow pond, which is also known from other japonaiserie gardens. 
Most famous were the lilies in the pond of painter Claude Monet in his Japanese garden 
at Giverny, who promoted new varieties of the French nurseryman Joseph Bory Latour 
Marliac (1830-1911). The plant list of Clingendael is not very specific on cultivars 
though, naming only 'Robinsoniana', indeed a Marliac-lily, released in 1895. Reflecting 
the high ambitions towards the project rather than an effort to introduce a Japanese 
touch are such exotic plants as Yucca filamentosa Hort., Gunnera manicata Linden and 
'Tritoma Macowani' (now Kniphofia). In the plant list are found novelties of the time 
such as Daphne fioniana Hort., a rare nursery hybrid, or Baby Rambler roses, that had 
only recently arrived in the Netherlands. The list further gives an import from Japan: 
Pinus densiflora Sieb. & Zucc. 'Tanyosho' offered by the Yokohama Nurseries. It is 
possible that other plants with less obviously exotic names were imported as well.26 

Baroness Van Brienen was a grand lady, intelligent and enterprising, who had even 
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Figure 9. Tiger lilies to the left 

travelled to Japan in 1911. The incredible level of horticulturJapan, No. 6 Tiger Lilies, 
facing p. 34. 

travelled to Japan in 1911. The incredible level of horticultural artistry of the earlier Edo 
period (1603-1867) was still felt around the turn of the century. Vendors walked the 
streets carrying potted plants, bonsai and flowers. Along the streets, townspeople would 
set up plants in the prime of flowering in front of houses. Flower festivals were held in 
every season of the year. The Baroness must have seen all this when she visited the 
country. The flowery vision of the Japanese garden is typical of the time. Cremers adds 
that the Baroness's memories of her trip to Japan, where she visited the gardens, played 
a major role in the design.27 Ideas of friends like the Du Canes are demonstrated in the 
design, but she cannot have developed the strong spatial arrangement and the 
horticultural ambitions of the planting design. The professional quality of the design that 
speaks from the pla g anting and well-conceived, European-style spatial organization must 
have been the contribution of her steward and garden architect, Theo Dinn. 

THEO DINN 

Theodoor Johan Dinn (1876-1931) had been working at Versailles, London and Kew 
Gardens, Richmond, before he became a head gardener on the estate of E. S. Philpot on 
the Canary Islands.28 He used his spare time to botanize and collect herbarium material, 
some of which is still kept in Kew. It was through the agency of Otto Stapf, assistant at 
the Herbarium of Kew, that he was introduced to the Baroness, who employed him from 
1905 onwards as a steward to manage the grounds at Clingendael. Dinn's international 
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experiences were a guarantee for good connections in the world of European nurseries, 
and when in 1913 the Clingendael N.V. commercial nursery was set up, Dinn was put in 
charge. At the same time he had ambitions to become a garden designer, and in spite of 
his employment, he managed to develop his skills, even taking a position as a teacher in 
garden architecture to the Art Academy of The Hague, 1914-16. The Japanese garden 
came about under his stewardship in the years when he was working on his talents as a 
garden designer even openly in public.29 What about his role? 

A remarkable article is Dinn's 'De Tuinen van Japan' (The Gardens of Japan) 
published in 1928 in the Dutch garden magazine Onze Tuinen. Dinn had left 
Clingendael eight years before and had written it on the occasion of the publication of 
Jiro Harada's The Gardens of Japan, a special edition of The Studio (London). Dinn 
discusses the Japanese attitude towards nature and the garden and as an example he 
refers to water design and stepping stones, as done in Clingendael. But nowhere is the 
garden of his former employer mentioned. Nevertheless, his article contains a charming 
- but fictitious - story about a German Count who, after returning from a trip to 
Japan, decided to build himself a true Japanese garden. The Count imported all the 
required material at great cost, but his efforts were in vain when he was visited by a 
Japanese guest. Asked what he thought about the garden, the visitor said, 'It is great, it 
is wonderful, we have no such thing in Japan'. The story was copied from the book by 
the Du Canes who, instead of a German Count, introduce an Englishman, owner of 
'probably the best of these English "Japanese gardens"'. Apparently, the anecdote was 
associated with the contemporary Japanese garden of Sir Frank Crisp.30 

Why should Dinn write something like this? At first, it seems that he ridiculed the 
Japanese garden fashion, but that is not what Dinn was trying to achieve. In his own 
book, published in 1929, he gave only two plates in colour. It is these plates that give 
clues about his interest in japonaiserie. One shows stepping stones descending among a 
wealth of marsh-marigolds to the edge of a stream or pond similar to Clingendael. The 
other shows the pond of Monet's Japanese garden, but without acknowledging that fact 
in the title (Figure 10).31 

Dinn was employed by a member of the nobility, a situation that required extra 
considerations for privacy and diplomacy. He must have understood the sincere garden 
passion of the Baroness and her friends and cannot have had any reason to criticize them. 
The Japanese Garden was also not exclusively his own achievement. His story of the 
German Count, therefore, must have been a strategic, public denial of the japonaiserie, 
explained as such by his ambition towards the newly founded association of Dutch 
garden architects (BNT). Leonard Springer (1855-1940), 'Father' of the Dutch guild, 
was instrumental in setting up the BNT, but had severely criticized Dinn's first garden 
booklet including its author.32 Springer was conservative and did not like any 
experiments in garden art of whatever fashion. With his article, Dinn created the 
required public distance from the Japan craze and became President of the BNT in the 
same year. Quoting from a book of one of the Baroness's friends, but quoting it not too 
literally, was an elegant understatement that gave him enough distance without 
damaging the past. Dinn was involved in the making of the Japanese Garden in 
Clingendael. No doubt the survey of the original planting design can be attributed to him 
as well as the spatial quality in the design. It must have been through his network that 
imported, rare plants entered the garden. His nursery would have produced the flowers. 
For example, Dinn was good with chrysanthemums.33 
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RECENT HISTORY OF THE JAPANESE GARDEN IN CLINGENDAEL 

The Baroness died childless in 1939 and ownership changed, whilFgur e 10. Clingenday, waterlilies 

occupied by the Germans in the years of the War that followed. A period of confusion 
explains the loss of source material before the City of The Hague acquired Clingendael 
in 1954. Until 1968, however, members of the family lived on there. In the mean time, 

the Japanese Garden had developed from a sunny and open garden full of flowers to one 
with high trees above a shady forest floor. Instead of annuals, perennials and even wildnn, 

meadow flowers, forest floor geophytes typically found in the old gardens alcng the 
coastal dunes came up. The subsoil and taphe fresh grounkndwater table provide idealwn 

RECENT HISTORY OF THE JAPANESE GARDEN IN CLINGENDAEL 

The Baroness died childless in 1939 and ownership changed, while Clingendael was 

conditions for the growt thethmoss.34 Moss was r that followed. A period of confusion 
encouraged the loss of spreae material before the City gardof The Hague acquired Clingendaers. 

in 1954. Until 1968, however, members of the family lived on there. In the mean time, 

the Japanese Garden had developed from a understanding of the origin of the garden full of flowers to ong 

with high trees above a shady forest floor. Instead of annuals, perennials and even wild 
meadow flowers, forest floor geophytes typically found in the old gardens along the 
coastal dunes came up. The subsoil and the fresh groundwater table provide ideal 
conditions for the growth of moss.34 Moss was ever present, well cared for and 
encouraged to spread by the City gardeners. 

Nevertheless, a proper understanding of the origin of the garden was lacking among 
those involved. At one time, for example, it was believed that the garden was designed 
according to the rules of the Japanese tea ceremony, which induced some irrelevant 
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additions. Ideas on the Japanese garden in general terms changed in the West after the 
War when the Japanese garden was increasingly seen as an abstract Zen garden with 
rocks and gravel. Flowers and japonaiserie were forgotten and in Clingendael rocks were 
added in the 1970s and recently.35 All post-War changes were done tastelessly with cheap 
garden centre materials, affronting the original high quality of the design. The old, 
imported architecture suffered from the Dutch climate: the rest arbour has been redone 
in proportions and materials that lack the qualities of the original design; the entrance 
gate has deteriorated, and like the little shrine, has been completely replaced. After the 
1992 Floriade flower show, some elements of the show's Japanese garden were moved to 
Clingendael to make a new and wider entrance area. Regretfully, again not much 
consideration was taken about the authenticity of style. 

The actual damage is minor, however, when compared with the still remaining grand 
quality of the old garden. I hope that a modest restoration will be considered soon and 
that it will extend to research into the original gardening techniques. Finally, this 
precious garden deserves a legally protected status as monument to prevent further and 
irresponsible renovations. 
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